First Capricorn
ENTERTAINMENT

Live Digital Streaming Service
This service includes broadcast network quality high definition digital video
streamed live to one or more platforms including Facebook Live™, Youtube
Live™, etc. Our Basic Service includes the following:
One professional tripod mounted camera with lights,
One computer switcher and media source for Power Point, etc.,
One wireless microphone(4), and
Optional amplified speaker system(5) for local sound for live audiences.
Basic Service Cost:

$295.00(1,2)

The live stream will be captured with professional video cameras and broadcast
in HD over the internet to the standard of the broadcast platform(s).
Notes:
(1) Basic Service includes professional lower third graphics and text.
(2) Basic Service includes Live Streaming up to two (2) hours duration. The rate for
additional time is $75/hr.
(3) Additional equipment is available including unmanned fixed wide angle
cameras for $25 each. Additional manned cameras are $125/hr with a 2-hour
minimum.
(4) The Basic Service microphone included is a body pack wireless transmitter
configured for lavaliere or head-worn use. We can provide an analog to digital
mixing console ($50) with additional mics including wireless ($50 each) and/or
wired ($25 each) types.
(5) We can provide a sound system suitable for small venues (up to 100 people) for
an additional $75 charge. We can also accommodate medium to large size
venues. The cost will be dependent on a site survey.
(6) To insure a stable high quality stream, we prefer using a hard-wired Ethernet
connection to a local router or switch with 5-10 Mbps upload speed. Under
certain circumstances this can be accomplished utilizing local Wifi. We will
conduct an on site survey to determine whether or not the existing internet
service is adequate for HD live streaming. If not, we will need to contact and
resolve this issue with your internet service provider (ISP). Often times this is just a
matter of a phone call. A small one time added charge by your ISP may occur.
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